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OCTOBER 2017

FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK:
Welcome to October and the fall of 2017.
We in MARC are preparing for our largest
event of the year, the MSI5O on 21 and 22
October 2017. We will need all hands on
deck for this event. I encourage everyone
in the Southern California area to come to
the MARC meeting on 14 October or
contact John, KC6ZOZ, and volunteer to
help us on this event. Yes, I said it was
both Saturday and Sunday but you don’t
have to volunteer for both days, just a
morning or afternoon on either day would
help fulfill our commitment to keep the MS
bicycle riders safe.
1 also have two other important things
to discuss with the MARC board and
membership at the meeting this month.
First is our Hosting service for the MARC
Web page. They are going out of business
at the end of December. If we do not act
soon we will lose our web page and it may
not be recoverable. I do not know much
about web page initiation and what it takes
to copy our page or create a new page. I
have received several suggestions
as to a new page server, but I would like to
talk to the membership and perhaps
someone knowledgeable in this area prior
to making a commitment.
Secondly, I would like to discuss the
Christmas Party. I mentioned this at the
September meeting and there was some
grumbling from those in attendance. This
is not my club, nor is it Ray and Bonnie’s
club, it is ours. If you want something
different, let me know and it will be taken
into consideration. As for an afternoon or
evening party we need to talk about it and
make reservations for a party room at least
a year in advance. It is not possible to find
a place just a month or two prior to party
time in December. The current plan for this
year is to have our regular morning meeting
at the Home Town Buffet with a special

prize drawing at our meeting in December.
I will ask those in attendance this month for
suggestions and we will vote on what we,
as a club, would like to have as a special
prize on the table in December. I will again
ask if individuals should bring a gift of at
least $20.00 and by pass the normal 50-50
drawing or just run it as normal meeting
and let Mijo, KF6BEB, do her thing with
tickets and a 50-50.
Mark, KE6ZRP, has volunteered to take
over as our Newsletter editor as of January
first 2018. Please, let’s all surprise him
with an article. Have you ever seen your
name and thoughts in print? Now is the
time and here is the place. It doesn’t have
to be motorcycle or ham radio related.
That would be nice, but at least let us hear
from you. Why wait? Send something to
Bonnie, KD6OFQ, for the newsletter in
November. I am sure she would love to see
it and include it in the newsletter. Thanks
to Tim, ABOTS, for sharing his experiences
in the Minnesota Riding.
Now for some California riding.
Regretfully, I was not able to make it to
Woodies this month. Mijo and I have been
taking care of our two grandchildren five
days a week since school started. That only
leaves us the weekend to take care of our
personal things. Not complaining, but
stating the facts. I have made a couple of
trips to Baldwin Park to visit with Mark. I
say visit with Mark. That isn’t entirely
true. It wasn’t all visiting, some of it was
business. My son and daughter-in-law have
a new 2017 Mazda 6. One day a couple of
weeks ago an individual decided that the
hood would make a nice dance floor.
Probably after seeing the TV news, decided
that prints from their size 11 sneakers
would look good on the hood of the car. I
have entrusted the repair/replacement of the
hood to Frank and Mark at their shop.
Mijo and I also made a 90 mile run to
the east on 110. I rode the Blew by U and

she drove the Beemer to La Quinta where
we spent the weekend of September 23-24
with family and friends. Mijo and I
attended the American Legion Riders state
rally in Indio. The place we stay at is in the
PGA West resortJgolf course area, only
eight miles from the Legion hall. It was
easy to commute to and from the state rally
site in Indio. Everyone had a good time
riding, eating, and dancing at the Legion
hall.
If you haven’t heard, one of our
members, Jim, KD6REA, had an
unfortunate spill/incident on his way home
from the meeting last month. This may not
be completely accurate, however it is the
story I got. As he entered the I 55, freeway
he hit a slick spot (oil??) on the on ramp,
the cycle slid sideways and he put his leg
out to balance the sliding machine. It
would seem that his foot hit dry pavement
and the cycle was still sliding and he
injured his legjust below the knee. Jim did
not go down at the on ramp but continued
riding to the next freeway exit where he left
the freeway and found a parking lot to stop
in. When he did stop (leg hurting) he was
unable to hold his Beemer up, falling to the
ground. From there he called his wife and
John KC6ZOZ, who lives nearby, to come
and rescue his motor, and then called 911
for assistance with his leg.
Further reports were that the leg was broken
and he would need surgery to place pins in
the bones to stabilize the injury and allow it
to heal properly. We all need to pray for
his speedy recovery.
I shall say good-by for now and ask that
you Please!! volunteer to help with the
MS 150 this month. Ride safe and, above
all, treat others as you would like to have
them treat you, with courtesy and
compassion.
John F. Reynolds, WSJFR
President MARC
Johnw5jfr(iroadrunner.com

2017
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MS BAY to BAY OCTOBER 21st & 22
GOAL: $3,000,000.00 ACHIEVED: $622,884.00

From your Orange County MS 150 Coordinators
As I write this article the
year for the
MS 150 bay to bay tour is only a little less than one
months away October21 & 22. 2017. I hope you plan
on signing up and are ready to ride. We could use as
many motors and Sage support people as possible, so if
your available sign up at the next MARC meeting or
get in touch with Bonnie or me (John) and we’ll get
you signed up.
At the last video committee meeting on Sep
th•
20
There was 6 people in San Diego and 12 here in
Orange County. Each of the Subcommittee Chairs
gave a report on how things were going. I’m have
gotten the route information and passed them onto Bill
so he can do up the GPS files and the route slips we
use. Thank you Bill for the help with those.
One big thing for MARC is only motors and
SAG with military ID will be allowed on the Camp
Pendleton.
As with the longer rides, both one day routes
are fully supported and complete with fully-stocked
rest stops.
Registration for the 2017 MS 150 Bay-to-Bay
Bike Tour has now decreased from last year’s
ride fund raising down a little. Teams are up 10%.
The people at the MS office tell me that they
are planning to have a lot of addition help on the
course besides there plan to have a few more bicycle
Route Marshals from the registered rides.

Rush Cycle Carmel Valley, where participants are
following the actual Bike MS route on a big screen
while spinning along to energetic music and
encouragement from their instructors!
Be a part of the Bike MS: Bay to Bay ride and get
ready for the ride of your life. Whether you’re new to
Bike MS or ride every year, together we will raise
money, have fun, and make a difference in the lives of
people living with MS.
Check out their web site
http :/Ibikecas.nationalmssociety.org/sfte/PageServe
r?paename=BIKE CAS homepage

I would like to thank everyone in advance for
coming out to help with this very worthwhile event.
The bike rides love having us there watching over
them during this ride. And the Multiple Sclerosis
Southern CA chapter cannot express enough how
much they appreciate the MARC group being there to
help.
John Edwards
KC6ZOZ

Surgery!
A mechanic was removing a cylinder-head from the
motor of a Harley motorcycle when he spotted a

From the MS web site they say:
Help us celebrate our 35th ANNIVERSARY of Bike
MS: Bay to Bay!!

well-known cardiologist in his shop.
The cardiologist was there waiting for the service
manager to come take a look at his bike when the
mechanic shouted across the garage “Hey Doe, want to
take a look at this?”

Voted “Best Cycling Event” eight times by the readers
of Competitor magazine, the Bike MS: Bay to Bay ride
is an annual cycling adventure hosting 2,500
participants along Californi&s beautiful Pacific south
coast, from Orange County to San Diego.

The cardiologist, a bit surprised, walked over to where
the mechanic was working on the motorcycle. The
mechanic straightened up, wiped his ha nds on a rag
and said, “So Doe, look at this engine. I open its heart,
take the valves out, repair any damage, and then put
them back in, and when I finish, it works just like new,

Designed to provide a scenic and challenging ride for
both the experienced cyclist and the energetic novice,
the event will take place October 21 & 22, 2017, and
will offer riders a 25-mile one-day option or 100-,
125-, or 150-mile two-day options.

So how come 1 make $39,675 a year, a pretty small
salary and you get the really big bucks ($1,695,759)
when you and I are doing basically the same work?”

Also offered is our Tour de Stationary event hosted by

The cardiologist paused, smiled and leaned over, then
whispered to the mechanic
“Try doing it with the engine running.”

MARC Newsletter Article
My “New” Honda VTX 1800

I recently sold my 2003 Goidwing I was getting a little
uncomfortable managing that beast (950 ibs) particularly
around town. It was tough to see it go, but I sold it to an
Austalian who will ride it around the US and then ship it
home. Before riding off He went over it with a fine-tooth
comb cleaning and polishing. I’m not sure it looked any
better on the showroom floor. I also learned a nice trick
from him. For dirt and marks (boot rubber?) on chrome
(e.g. Exhaust pipes) he used fine steel wool and they came
out great. I would have guessed it would dull the finish,
but not true.
—

—

not loud like a you-know-what) and very comfortable. (Has
a wonderful custom seat that came with it.) Again the
owner took great care of the bike, as it is immaculate.
Needless to say it has lots of power and that power is
available most anytime. I can pull at low end and run it up
to high end and always have something left.
—

-

That left me without a bike (sorta.) I sold my Harley
Softail several years ago (grudgingly) but we needed to sell
the HD or the Wing and my wife really couldn’t ride on the
I-ID so out it went. I’ve missed it ever since though I
would have made the same decision again given the same
circumstances. At that time I was still enjoying the Wing
and Vickie loves to ride with me. So we sold the HD
even though it was really my daily rider. Of course, for
any jaunts on the freeway (say, to Wine Country) we
couldn’t beat the Wing.
—

—

—

—

So, now, the Kawasaki is up for sale. A great 2’ bike for
someone (new rider or someone with a touring bike.)
Next step was getting a radio on the Honda. I ran power
and antenna to the handlebars. Haven’t quite decided what
the long term plan will be, but for now, I have mounted my
FT-90 and will just use a hand mic with the audio output
wired to my helmet.
—

The FT-90 has been a great little radio for me for many
years, but it’s not practical to remote the body. Primarily
because there are no separation cables to be found out there.
Even if there was the mic connects to the body, so that
would be yet another cable to run. For now it will be the
hand mic. And the radio is small enough to mount the
entire unit on the handlebars.
—

But wait there’s still more to the story.
—

Having sold the RD nd putting the Wing up for sale, I was
going to find myself without a ride. Anticipating the sale of
the Wing I searched around for another cruiser. I even
asked the guy who bought my RD if he was interested in
selling it back to me. I looked hard at Softail’s, but
couldn’t see spending the money on a bike that would be
old enough for me to afford.

But that can wait for next month.

—

That left me with the Metrics. To be honest, I’d always
thought the Metrics looked better anyway more style (but
less “Harley”... .:-) So, off I went. I looked at several
models from all the traditional makers, as well as even a
Triumph (not so traditional) “cruiser”. Many sizes and
models

73’s and ride safe.
John Beckwith, N6JCB
Westchester, Ca
PS anyone want a nice 900cc cruiser??
—

—

Ultimately I found a 2006 Kawasaki Vulcan 900 in
practically mint condition. I loved it so much I bought it
and brought it home. My comment to my wife when I got
home with the bike “Riding is fun again”. So, for a brief
time I had two bikes in the garage again. But, wait for
“The Rest of the Story”.
—

-

I loved the Vulcan when I first bought it but, over time,
wasn’t as enamored. It doesn’t have a lot of poop (I was
used to my 1800) and it just didn’t sound right. Plus the
gearing was really weird. Felt like I had to shift really
quickly. (What is that geared High? Or geared Low??
Whatever.) So, off to Craigslist and Cycletrader again.)
—

—

I came up with a Honda VTX 1800 (there’s that big engine
again.) And, so far, I love it. Feels right, sounds right (and

11 THINGS YOU CAN DO ON A MOTORCYCLE
YOU CAN’T DO IN A CAR
1. PARK IN SMALL SPACES
2. SMELL THE SIR’S FRAGRANCES
3. TRAVEL THE WORLD ON THE SAME VEHICLE
MORE EASILY
4. HAVE YOUR PASSENGER HOLD ONTO YOUR
WAIST FROM BEHIND
5. RIDE AROUND STOPPED TRWAFFIC..WHERE
IT’S LEGAL OF COURSE
6. GET WAVED AT BY EXCITED SMILING
CHiLDREN
7. MAKE INSTANT FRIENDS AT GAS STOPS
8. GO THREE TIMES AS FAR WITH THE SAME
AMOUNT OF FUEL
9. WHEELIES!!
10. SMILE MORE DIRECTLY AT PEOPLE
11. MEET A BUFFALO EYE TO EYE!!

MINNESOTA RIDING
September is almost gone. Where does the time go?
One of my friends told me of this fuelly web site... so I checked it
out and of course looked at motorcycles. This Yellow Beemer
had been sitting most of the summer. Took a few fill ups to get the
fuel mileage to rise. Yep Ijoined the Fuelly dot corn and started
filling so far 8 times average fuel spent is 42.8.
..

,

Sunday the 17th 1 rode to see my friends in Black Duck. I had
ridden the K 75 and had to be pushed to start the engine. John had
said I needed to ride this one so he could see it. We had a few days
of cold, that day was cold with mist. I rode the same route in the
cloudy misty day. Added fuel in Randall and plugged the electric
vest in. WARM!
Church service was at 10:30 am. I realized that i NEEDED to up
my speed. Made it with 15 minutes to spare. Walked into the
building feeling the warmth both the heat and the smiles of people.
“You know John, don’t you?” i nod. John was passing the
bulletins out... notice I didn’t write ‘passing out’... heheheh.
He had mentioned on Face Book that he was looking for hugs...
virtual hugs... I stuck out my right hand, he grinned under that
handlebar mustache and grabbed my hand and gave me a
hug. “This the friend that has electric heat like you?” a fellow
beside John asked. John seemed bothered and just nodded. I
headed for the chairs where his wife Linda was sitting.
After the service they provide donuts and coffee.. I was so cold
still after sitting there an hour. Hot chocolate hits the spot. Talking
to a few friends, John comes by.. “We are heading home, Tim,
come when you’re done.” I smiled. The older man kept repeating
himself. Telling me of the preacher at the Lutheran church in town
that rides... “Or did I tell you that already?” I
nodded.
Rode over the road destruction that is prevalent through out
Minnesota. This yellow BMW is heavy and sinks in the sand, I
was careful. John came out and checked out the bike, asking
questions. Nodding and studying the design. “Corn on in, Tim..
you look cold!” Sarge the dog is 5 inches tall... I had met or petted
him the last time.. this time he attacked.., thankful that he only got
my pants instead of the leg! John was yelling at him.. “Tim was
here before, you KNOW HIM...! I didn’t pet the small barker.
Scalped potatoes, Meat loaf and corn. Linda was in the kitchen
after she served us apple crisp with ice cream. “Ah,Linda?” I
asked.. “I have been trained by Karen not to eat my dessert until
Karen has taken the first bite?” John chuckled.. and relayed what I
said. “Yeah, Linda you need to sit down so Tim will eat!” She
came into the dining room and sat... giving me the LOOK... I took
a bite and she went back into their kitchen.
“Well I suppose I should head for home, John.” The typical good
by.. taking at least 20 minutes to leave. John waved as I left the
driveway pavement for the sand and road destruction. As I left
the sun was trying to come out. The further south the brighter the
sunshine and the clouds streaming East was to the north of me. I
stopped in Akeley, Mn for gas. 44 mpg, jumped from 42 in
Randall. Dry roads and blue skies with lots of woods and green. I

had thought of stopping at my sister’s. Glad I rode instead.
Monday was back to work. I filled my tank in the morning. Best
so far.. 45.8 mpg... If I could control my wrist and stay below 80...
But I found out that this machine gets better fuel mileage at 70
instead of 60. Rains came for the day. I work in the warming
buildings around the suburb of Plymouth. The trim crews and
paint crews that add the white chalk or paints the fields for
football, soccer or baseball were in the garage looking for
work. At the end of the day I walked out into the rain NO start
on the motorcycle... hmm.
..

I pulled it under the eve on the drive through bay for the big trucks.
Then removed the saddle bag and seat. Pulled the tool bag and
container that the tools fit in off. First time I had looked at the
battery. Asked the mechanic if there was an auxiliary battery that I
could use. He pointed at the one on the bench. So I brought it
outside.. however the clamps are huge on the red and black cables.
The black cable I clamped the frame then took the 10 mm wrench
and clamped that to the battery. Started up. and let it run.. until I
realized that i have to remove the key from the ignition to Lock the
seat to the frame and locked the saddle bag to the bracket... then
wondered if the engine will start.. Well it did!
Rode in the wet rains home. Removed the battery.. 2 cells were
empty! Well I have a Bible Study to go to on Monday, Added
distilled water to the cells. Only one cell didn’t need
water. reinstalled the battery in the BMW. Bright headlight. ABS
lights were flashing together.. Did I survive the dried out
battery? I rode the rest of the week and Saturday I rode to see
my friend Tom who lives in Pine City. He of course like
it. However as I was ready to head home the battery light was
blinking. hmm.
Hard to find a battery for, well a skinny battery. 3 inch
wide. Walmart had a battery for under 40 bucks... however 3
days shipping? I checked Dennis Kirk.. well I had checked it
previous week.., out of stock.., now there was 2 in stock! “Hey
Karen want to take a ride?”
“I will go with you but in my car with AIC...” (would you believe
the first 3 days of Fall we had temps in the 90’s?) We drove to
Rush City and purchased the battery... dry... so I needed battery
acid... however i had found this box in the cellar.. I forgot how
many years or decades ago that i had purchased the battery acid...
Looked clear. Do I use it? Box was stamped 1986... Monday I
filled that brand new battery with the decades old acid. Battery
was warming as the acid worked into the plates. Next i used the
automotive battery charger 2 amp switched. Green light came on
but the instructions said to charge it for 15 hours. I installed the
new Yuasa Battery and hooked up the tender to it. Charged it for
24 hours.. but it is a tender instead of a charger.
Yesterday I hopped on the BMW.. hit the starter and popped the
clutch., died.. Did that several times.. only to realize that my side
stand was down.., flipped it up and no problems...
So far i have over 1500 miles for the month of September...
take care
Tim Lindstrom ABOTS

FROM YOUR ‘50/50’ LADY
MIJO REYNOLDS KF6BEB
mj[okf6bebroadrunner.com>
NET DRAWING WINNERS:
NETS ON 446.900 PL 110.9
Check in on the net on the Wednesday night before the
meeting:
John W5JFR

SUNSHINE CORNER:::::
Please add Jim KD6REA to your prayers after his

motorcycle fell against his leg breaking the small
bone in the front of his leg- he is at home now.
(HEAL FAST BUDDY)
Lots of Love & prayers for those Hurricane Harvey
and the Florida & Puerto Rico victims seems
MOTHER NATURE IS PUNISHING US also for the Las Vegas

September
$25 GIFT CERTIFICATE FROM HUNTINGTON
HONDA WINNER John W5JER

tragedy
We pray for those who are ill, not feeling well or just
not up to par, as we love each and every one of
you.. .try to get well.. Our love and prayers for

50/50 WINNER:

all members..
A special “Thank You” for those who are taking
the time for our Fallen Military, ushering them to
their final destination of rest & Remember our
Wounded Warriors in your prayers...We honor our
Military for putting their lives in danger so we may
live. Their families need our support in any way we
can.
Keep up the spirit... Love & Gratitude to all
GOD BLESS AMERICA SUPPORT OUR TROOPS
IN GOD WE TRUST

-

TOOK IN $125-- 2 POTS OF $31 WON BY John KC6ZOZ &
Scott K6IXQ
DOOR PRIZES DONATED BY MARC:+
SALT CRYSTAL MGHTLITE WON BY Alvin KD6UZM
MEDIPRO WON BY John KC6ZOZ
WiPE NEW WON BY BONNIE KD6OFQ
PORTABLR LAMP WON’BY Richard AF6TM
ATOMIC BEAM WON BY RICHARD AI?6TM
KOOL TOWEL WON BY’ BILL K6WBD
MOSQUITO REPELLENT WON BY JOHN KC6ZOZ
REUSABLE ICE CUBES WON BY SCOTT K6IXQ
POWER BANK WON BY JOHN W5JFR
DONATED BY RAY KD6FHN & BONNIE KD6OFQ
KITCHEN TOWELS WON BY BILL K6WBD
RAINBOW SHERBET BUBBLE BATH WON BY SCOTT
K6IXQ
GLASSES WON BY SCOTT K6IXQ
OTHER DONATIONS:
RICHARD AF6TM DONATED A FRAMED PHOTO OF
SOLAR ECLISPE WON BY SCOTT K6IXQ
PUB MIX DONATED BY JOHN W5JFR WON BY ALVIN
KD6UZM
3 ‘/2” MINI FLASHLITE DONATED BY JOHN W5JFR WON
BY ????
FRENCH BUTTER COOKIES DONATED BY BILL K6WBD
& GINGER KM6MIT WON BY JOHN W5JFR
SECRETARY/Treasurer/NewsLetter EditorBonnie KD6OFQ
MEMBERSHIP::::
WE WELCOME GINGER WHITE KM6MIG
ALSO WELCOME RICHARD LEWIS AF6TM, CA
RAY HANEY N5XUZ & JOYCE HANEY KA5WHS FROM
RUSSELLVILLE, AR
WE ARE HERE FOR ANY QUESTIONS YOU HAVE WHEN
YOU POST ON THE MARC LIST.
DUES::: $12 a year and if you care to you

can pay more than one year at a time.. .it’s OK.

“MARC” CALENDAR FOR 2017 BREAKFAST MEETING
OCTOBER 14, 2017
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WONDERFUL MEMBERS OF “MARC”
Public Relations:

Billy Hall

N6EDY

MS 150 COORDINATORS:
Krista Owens
KB6MYR
Michael Rickey
AF6FB
John Edwards
KC6ZOZ
TOUR DE OC
Scott Farthing
Kim Farthing

For Abused Children
K6IXQ
KI6MRQ

LOS ANGELOS TOUR DE CURE:
Mark Kanzleer
KE6ZRP
John Beckwith
N6JCB
Bonnie Davis
KD6OFQ

SAN DIEGO TOUR DE CURE:
Jim Banks
KD6REA
Bonnie Davis
KD6OFQ

G:
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APRS COORDINATORS:
Bill Douglas
K6WBD
Charles Robles
KF6TXI
.
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VERY IMPORTANT POSITIONS FILLED BY

bamp.
‘8dmdi

ECHOLINK COORDINATOR:
Mark Kanzler
KE6ZRP
(ke6zrp(sbcloba1.net)
Echolink node 264283 or KE6ZRP-L
Home 818-242-1742
cell 818-450-9277
EMBROIDERY:
SKeRON Guthrie
KC6ZSH
Montanapd31(yahoo.com

wins

m-,SL.9a0.

LLC

Sheron Guthrie KC6ZSH Embroidery Prices
YOUR NAME AND CALL ON SHIRTS $9.50
EMBROIDERED JACKET&INCLUDES NAME & CALL)
COMPLETE $62.50
NAME & CALL ON MOTORCYCLE WINDSHIELD
COVER
535.000

MEMBERS-AT-LARGE:
Danny Velderrain
KD6FLP
(Founding Board Member)
Terry Lewis KJ7LI
(Past vice president)
Pat Lewis
KD6SBZ (Past 50/50 Lady)
Drew Pushie VE6HGW (Past Web master)
Wayne Barringer WB6UJW (Past Web Master)
Ppaul Plasters K(PEP (IL/WI MARC CHAPTER)
De Witt Morgan (Founding Board Member)
MARC Equioment controllers are Ray Davis K])6FIIN &
Alvin Brown KD6UZM
“MARC” DUES:
Dues are due yearly from January to January $12(USA &
Canada) $15 for all other countries per household. It us $1
per month after February for the balance of the year
unless you want back copies then it is a full $12. You may
also pay for more than one year-your choice..

MOTORCYCLE BRACKETS
The following brackets are the ones we keep here at the house for our MARC members. These are not sold by MARC..
PTT Button Bracket
Fits under the left handlebar module and positions the button so it is right where your left thumb is naturally under the left hand grip. Fits 1500
and 1800 Gold Wings and some other Honda models. Has been adapted to some other brands and models. Black anodized or plain aluminum
available. Has standard 1/2 hole for PTT button. Price $10.00
PTT Waterproof Button
Has large rounded surface for your thumb, so your thumb does not get tired or sore with heavy use. Black in color. Fits in 1/2 hole on PIT
Button Bracket. Price $13.00
Antenna Bracket For 112” Tubular Trunk Racks
Natural aluminum color only Fits coax with SO-239 fitting only for antennas with PL-259 fittings, can not be modified to use with NMO fittings.
Price $25.00
Antenna Bracket For Kurvakyn or American Flat Racks For The 1800 Gold Wings.
Natural aluminum color only. The brackets are flat stock, bent so that the antenna is perfectly vertical, with 2, 8-32 threaded holes, so you have
to drill 2 matching holes in the rear of your flat rack. Round head stainless steel screws hide the holes. Price $12.50
Handlebar Brackets For HT’s, GPS’s
We just have them for the Left side handlebars (No more for the right side). They fit the 1500 and 1800 Gold Wings and some other Honda’s
too. They are Black anodized and come with all mounting hardware.
Price $25.00
Polished Stainless Steel Trunk Rack Plates
These 2 1/2” X 2 1/2” X .62” (1/16”) SS plates are used by most of the MARC Members to keep from cracking the trunk lids. We have seen
many cracked and busted trunk lids before we started putting these plates under the rear legs of the trunk racks. We have never seen a cracked
lid when using these SS Plates. They fit under both the tubular and flat racks on the 1500 and 1800 Gold Wings.
$25 a set for polished plates
““PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE SHIPPING & HANDLING”
(Ray & I bought these as MARC could not afford to pay for 50-100 of these at a time so Checks go to Ray Davis (not MARC)

Custom Cables for GPS and APRS contact Chuck KG6NJP kg6njp@pacbell.net
-

Garmin GPS serial cable to Kenwood TH-D7A, TM-D700A or TM-D7IOA
Data cable, 72” with a molded right-angle 3/32” stereo plug on one end and a DE-9 male connector on the other end; connects a
standard Garmin GPS cable (DE-9 female connector) to a Kenwood TH-D7A, TM-D700A or TM-D71OA.
Built: $19.00 Kit: $9.00 Note: cable lengths shorter than 72” no extra charge.
IBM PC or compatible to Kenwood TH-D7A
Data cable, 72”, with a molded right-angle 3/32” stereo plug on one end and a DE-9 female connector on the other end;
connects a PC with a standard 9-pin serial port to a Kenwood TH-D7A only.
Built: $19.00 Kit: $9.00 Note: cable lengths shorter than 72” no extra charge.
Garmin 4-pin “round” plug to Kenwood TH-D7A, TM-D700A or TM-D7IOA
Data cable, 72”, with a molded right-angle 3/32” stereo plug on one end and a right-angle Garmin 4-pin round plug on the other
end; connects a Garmin GPS to a Kenwood TH-D7A, TM-D700A or TM-D71OA. This cable does not provide power to the GPS.
Built: $24.00 Kit: $14.00 Note: cable lengths shorter than 72” no extra charge.
Garmin “eTrex” plug to Kenwood TH-D7A, TM-D700A orTM-D7IOA
Data cable, 72”, with a molded right-angle 3/32” stereo plug on one end and a Garmin “eTrex” flat connector on the other end;
connects a Garmin GPS to a Kenwood TH-D7A, TM-D700A or TM-D7IOA. This cable does not provide power to the GPS.
Built: $24.00 Kit: $14.00 Note: cable lengths shorter than 72” no extra charge.
Garmin GPS-I8PC GPS power cable
Power cable assembly, 36”, with a 2A mini-ATO fuse in a weatherproof fuse holder. This cable converts a Garmin GPS-1 8PC
cigarette lighter plug to “hard wired” for motorcycle or car. Note: this GPS is seldom used anymore; the Byonics GPS-2 is often
used instead.
Built: $19.00 Note: cable lengths shorter than 36” no extra charge.

Base Antennas
o *MEt CHA-250B BROADBAND 8GM THROUGH GM VERI1CAL ANTENNA
A newly designed broadband vertical with NO GROUND RADIALS. EXTREMELY easy to assemble, requires no tuning or
adjustments and VSWR is under 1.5:1 from 3.5-57MHz! • TX: 3.5MHz 57MHz’ RX: 2.0-. 90MHz • VSWR is 1.5:1 orless,
—

Continuous Max Power: 250W SSB/125W FM Impedance: 50 Ohm Length: 23’ 5” Weight: 7 lbs. 1 oz’ Conn: SO-239’
Mast Req’d: 1”— 2” dia. • Max wind speed: 67MPH

0 jflIdI HVU-8 ULTRA-COMPACT 8 BAND HFIVHF/UHF VERTICAL ANTENNA
80/40120!1511 0/6/2M/7Ocm Only 1/2 the traditional size and weight of vertical HF antennas, and it includes 2MI7Ocm! Unique
radial system rotates for balcony installations, the radials can all be rotated to one side. • Wavelength: HF and 6k!: 1/4 wave
• 2M: 1)2 wave 70cm: Two 518 waves in phase’ impedance: 50 Ohm’ Max Power: HF 200W SSR . 6M—70cm: 150W FM.
Gonn: SO-239 Height: Only 8’6 Weight: Stbs. 7ozs.

O C:M GP-3 DUAL-BAND 1461446MHZ BASE REPEATER ANTENNA
Wavelength: 146MHz 618 wave • 446MHz 5/8 wave x 3 • Max Pwr: 200W. Length: 5’lV• Weight: 2lbs. 9ozs. ‘ Conn: Goldplated SO-239’ Construchon: Single-piece fiberglass
O CME7 GP-6 DUAL-BAND 1461446MHZ BASE REPEATER ANTENNA
Wavelength: 146MHz 5/8 wave x 2 ‘446MHz 5/8 wave x 5 Max Pwr 200W’ Length: 102” Weight: 3lbs. 8ozs. Gonn:
Gold-plated SO-239 • Construction: Fiberglass, 2 Sections
‘

‘

O C’MET GP-9 1 GP-9N DUAL-BAND 1461446MHZ BASE REPEATER ANTENNA

REST SELLER’ tvelength: 146MHz 5/9 wave x 3 446MHz 5/8 wave x 8 • Max Pwr: 200W’ Length: 16’ 9’ . Weight: Slbs.
llozs. • Conn: OP-S Gold-plated S0-239’ GP-9N Gold-plated N-type female • Construction: Fiberglass, 3 Sections
-

O C:MEt CX-333 TRI-BANO 146/2201446MHZ BASE REPEATER ANTENNA

CMET GP-15 TRI-BAND 521146I446MHZ BASE REPEATER ANTENNA
Wavelength: 52MHz 518 wave’ 146MHz 5)8 wave-x 2. 446MHz 5/8 wave x 4 • Max Pwr: 150W. Length: 711”’ Weight: 3lbs.
loz. • Conn: Gold-plated SO-239’ 2MHz band-width after tuning (6M) ‘Construcfion: Single-piece fiberglass

Call or visit your local dealer today!
www.natcommgroup.com I 800-962-2611

l.B-50014Hz S WRllmpedance analyzer
Simple to use and accurate, the CM-500 displays
antenna system SWR and total impedance whe turn
ing the thumb wheel to sweep though the selected
frequency range
SO-239 connector for the low range.
N-female provides stable impedance in the high range
Install 6 M batteries or use the I2VDC jack.
The primary tool for any antenna adjustment. trouble
shoofing or installation
project!
—

Wavelength: 146MHz 5/8 wave x 2• 220MHz 5/8 wave x 3’ 446MHz 518 wave x 5. Max Pwr: 120W. Length: 102”. Weight
3Ibs. loz. Conn: Gold-plated SO-239 ‘Construction: Fiberglass, 2 Sections

o

CAA—500

CAA-5SC
Protect your CAA-500
from moisture, shock,
dents and dings!
Shoulder strap included.
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“MARC” YOUR CALENDARS FOR THE COMING EVENTS+ 1!!!
OCT

NOV

th
11

“MARC” NET ON 446.900 PL 110.9 (SUBJEC TO CHANGE)
“MARC” BREAKFAST MEETING @ HOMETOWN BUFFET (DOORS OPEN
21st/22 “M S BAY TO BAY EVENT
31st
HAPPY HALLOWEEN

14th
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h
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t
h
8
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h

11th
th
11

22
DEC
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h

25th

@ 8AM)

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME ENDS
ELECTIUON DAY
“MARC” NET ON 446.900 PL. 110.9 (SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
“MARC” BREAKFAST MEETING @ HOMETOWN BUFFET (DOORS OPEN AT 8AM)
VETERAN’S DAY
THANKSGIVING DAY
“MARC” NET ON 446.900 PL 110.9(SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
“MARC” BREAKFAST MEETING @ HOMETOWN BUFFET (DOORS OPEN AT 8 AM)
“MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL”

SPECIAL INFO:::::::::::::: “MARC” HOME PAGE: http://marc-hq.org
“MARC” LIST: marc@nxport.com
BURT BRINK’S REPEATER SYSTEM: www.n6uso.com
“BA-MARC” LOCAL SITE: http://ba-marc.org
“EAST COAST MARC” SITE:
http://www.wb2lua.comlmarc.htm
“TEXAS MARC” SITE: http://www.motorcyclemarshal.com
“ILLINOIS CONTACT: n9zks(frontier.com
BARN REPEATER WEB SITE: http://www.barnradio.com
ALERT REPEATER SYSTEM: http://www.alert.homestead.com
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MOTORCYIJ9G AMATE RADtO CLUB

LINDBERG
IRVINE, CA 92620-33iT
110W)HI Vi IIVWLRI IV HSU’JIi/IUVIS
LI0 “116Z ‘TIMJV
{IfL 30 }IflOI 09310 KVS
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OCTOBER

2017

NEXT MEETING: October 14, 2017
@ HOMETOWN BUFFET
714-541-3020

